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max payne 2 is a first-person shooter (fps) video game developed by rockstar north and
published by rockstar games. the game was released for the xbox 360, playstation 3 and

microsoft windows platforms on november 9, 2008. the game follows the same story of max
payne but with a few changes: it is a prequel to the original max payne and takes place six

months before the events in the first game. a new character, vanessa is also introduced. the
game also features a new engine and the use of motion capture for the main character. max

payne 2 has been met with mixed reception from critics, garnering "mixed or average reviews"
according to review aggregator metacritic. the game has sold over 1.3 million copies in its first

week of release on the playstation 3, xbox 360, and pc. max payne 2 was awarded "game of the
year" by gamespot in 2008. max payne 2 received generally positive reviews, garnering a score
of 81% on gamerankings and an 8.1 on metacritic. the game had sold over 1.3 million copies in

its first week of release on the playstation 3, xbox 360, and pc. in 2009, max payne 2 was
nominated for the "best action game" award at the 9th annual interactive achievement awards.
max payne 2 features the popular max payne gameplay mechanics of shooting the enemy with
your trusty handguns and then sniping them from afar with your trusty sniper rifle, a mechanic
that was popularized by the game bulletstorm. a new max payne, max payne 2 also takes place

in the same universe as the original game, taking place before the events of the original and
follows the story of max payne as he investigates the death of his wife, only to find himself the
target of the mob and of his own corrupt police force. max payne 2 is a prequel to the original

game and the first game in the series to feature a female protagonist.
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on the mac platform, the game
supports the macintosh

operating system, as well as its
predecessor, mac os 8. the

game is also available for the
playstation 2 and the

gamecube. with the mac
version of the game, the game

is available for the mac os
version 7.0 or later. the game

is also available for the
playstation 2, the gamecube,

and the xbox. the game allows
you to use bullet-time which is

a mode that slows time.
however, you still get more
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time to determine what you
want to do. in this mode, the

color of the screen changes to
a sepia tone which acts as a
visual cue. when it is in use,
the bullet time meter will go

down. but the meter will
increase eventually when not

in use. to replenish it, you need
to kill more enemies. through
the dialogue, you will get to
know the story behind the

game. there are many
characters involved in the

story. you will see the cold and
violent world of max payne 2.
max payne 2 has 8 playable

characters which are controlled
by you. you can save them at
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any time. you can also unlock
new characters during the
game. each character has

different fighting style. they
are max payne, raven (max's

partner), j.c. (a drug lord),
scarface (a mob boss), helena,

morgan, alvaro (max's
brother), and many others.

max payne 2 game is available
on pc. it is available in both

english and spanish. the game
does not have any sort of

drm/copy protection. all the
songs and sound effects are
included in the game. it is

worth playing it. download it
and enjoy it! you can download
max payne 2 game from here
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and extract it to any folder of
your choice. you can choose an

appropriate location for
installing the game. save the

file and run it. the game will be
installed there. the game is a
single exe file. once installed,
you can find the data files of
the game in the location you

have chosen earlier. max
payne 2 game is playable from
your portable devices too. it is
a portable game. you can play
it from any where on your pc.
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